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1 (a) Give the adjacency matrix and adjacency list representations for the following
graph: (5)

Baker Street
i

Bond Streeti

Green Parki

Warren Street
i

Euston Square
i

Regent's Park
i

Oxford Circusi

Piccadilly Circusi
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(b) Give the trace of a depth-�rst search through the graph, assuming that the
search starts at Green Park. (5)

(c) Give the trace of a breadth-�rst search through the graph, assuming that the
search starts at Green Park. (5)

(d) Imagine that you are asked to design a route planner for London Underground.
A user presses buttons with the start station name and the destination station
name. The route planner should display the list of stations on the shortest
route from the start to the destination, where `shortest' means: with the min-
imal number of stations. The planner does not have to minimise line changes.
Explain how you would represent the data, and motivate your choice. (5)

(e) Suppose that the route planner has to minimise line changes. How would you
represent the data in this case? (5)

2 The following program implements a sorting algorithm:

void sort(int arr[], int len){

int i;

int j;

int pos_greatest;

int *temparray;

temparray = new int[len];

for( i = len - 1; i > 0; i--){

pos_greatest = 0;

for(j = 0; j <= i; j++){

if( arr[j] > arr[pos_greatest]){

pos_greatest = j;

}//end if

}//end inner for loop

temparray[i] = arr[pos_greatest];

temparray[pos_greatest] = arr[i];

arr[i] = temparray[i];

arr[pos_greatest] = temparray[pos_greatest];

}//end outer for loop

}//end sort

(a) What is the name of this algorithm? Explain how it works. Trace it for the
following array: [4,1,3,5]. (5)
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(b) What is the time complexity of this algorithm? Explain how you arrive at this
estimate. (5)

(c) How would you improve the given implementation without changing the under-
lying algorithm? Write your version of (the relevant part of) the code. (Don't
worry about getting the C++ syntax exactly right.) (5)

(d) What is the loop invariant of the inner loop in the program given above? What
is the loop invariant of the outer loop in the program given above? (5)

(e) Using the loop invariants above, prove that the program is correct, i.e. that
when it is �nished, the array arr[] is sorted in ascending order. (5)

3 (a) What is a complete binary search tree? Draw a complete binary search tree
with 5 nodes storing characters A;B;C;D;E. (Assume the usual ordering A <
B < C < D < E.) (5)

(b) Describe two possible implementations for complete binary trees. Show how
your tree from question 3(a) would be implemented in each of them. (5)

(c) Describe the search algorithm for binary search trees. For one of the implemen-
tations of complete binary trees, give pseudocode for the search method. Trace
the search for C on your tree from question 3(a). (10)

(d) How many comparisons in the worst case would the search algorithm make
searching for an item in a complete binary tree holding 1000 nodes? (5)

4 (a) What does the `order of' (big O) complexity estimate tell you about an algo-
rithm? Which other considerations are important when choosing an algorithm?

(5)

(b) Which considerations are important in designing algorithms and data structures
for external storage? (5)

(c) What are the merits and demerits of using hash tables and balanced trees for
storing data? (5)

(d) What is the principle behind divide and conquer algorithms? (5)

(e) What is the principle behind greedy graph algorithms? (5)
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5 A database of a telephone company contains telephone numbers, addresses and names
of customers. It should be possible to search e�ciently for the telephone number
given a customer's name and address, and for the name and address given a telephone
number. Insertions (i.e. adding a new customer record with a new telephone number)
and deletions (i.e. deleting a customer record, whereby a telephone number becomes
free and should be re-used) are done reasonably often. The company is doing well,
and the database is growing.

Assume that the database is kept in internal memory.

(a) Specify ADTs and methods which are involved in the problem. (10)

(b) Describe the data structures and algorithms you would employ to implement
them, explaining how they are to be used, and the reasons for your choices. (15)
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